
1.  Introduction
Serpentinites are of great importance for the understanding of lithosphere dynamics and active plate tectonic 
processes (cf., Guillot et al., 2015). They form by hydration of mantle peridotite and occur at slow-spreading 
mid-ocean ridges (e.g., Aumento & Loubat, 1971), in lithospheric mantle wedges above descending slabs 
in subduction zones (e.g., Jung, 2011; Solarino et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2020), in ocean-continent transition 
zones (e.g., Lau et al., 2006; Sutra et al., 2013) and continental strike-slip zones (e.g., Moore & Rymer, 2007).

In the temperature range of <300°C–400°C (Evans, 2004), as present at oceanic spreading ridges and trans-
forms, lizardite, the flat-stacked serpentine mineral polymorph, and chrysotile, the fibrous serpentine pol-
ymorph, are dominantly formed from olivine and pyroxene. A mesh microstructure, typical for low-grade 
metamorphic serpentinites, is formed by polycrystalline pseudomorphs of serpentine after olivine when 
deformation is absent or low (cf., Viti et al., 2018). Serpentinization usually starts at grain boundaries and 
cracks forming mesh rims of serpentine, mostly composed of lizardite platelets (e.g., Wicks & Whittak-
er, 1977) stacked in columns normal to the olivine reaction surface (Boudier et al., 2010). Mesh rims are 
often traced by fine-grained magnetite, if present. Mesh cores can be of fine-grained, optically isotropic 
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serpentine of low crystallinity. Bastite, a pseudomorphic serpentine ag-
gregate after pyroxene, can consist of fine-grained lizardite and chrysotile 
(Wicks & Whittaker, 1977).

Serpentinization fundamentally modifies peridotite rheology, and results 
in a reduction of strength (Escartin et al., 2001; Raleigh & Paterson, 1965). 
This plays an important role for strain localization in the tectonic settings 
mentioned above. In the brittle regime shear fractures and ruptures are 
observed parallel as well as at high angles to the (001) planes (Escartin 
et al., 1997). Dominant deformation mechanisms of lizardite as deduced 
from deformation experiments in the viscous regime are slip on (001) and 
kinking (Amiguet et al., 2012, 2014). All deformation mechanisms can 
contribute to the development of a crystallographic preferred orientation 
(CPO) or texture and induce a stronger elastic anisotropy.

Given the high elastic anisotropy of serpentine minerals (Auzende 
et al., 2006; Bezacier et al., 2010; Tsuchiya, 2013), CPO development has 
potentially large effects on bulk rock elastic properties of hydrated oce-
anic mantle rocks. The change in elastic properties applies not only to av-
erage acoustic velocity, but also to the anisotropy of compressive (P) and 
shear (S) wave velocities. This is important for the correct interpretation 
of seismic and seismological data.

CPO analysis of low-grade metamorphic serpentinites was so far most-
ly restricted to TEM (transmission electron microscopy) observations, 
which are spatially very limited. Here, we present CPO data and the 
calculated elastic anisotropies obtained from large samples of variably 
deformed serpentinites from the Atlantis Massif using high-energy syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction measurements in combination with Rietveld 
refinement.

2.  Geological Setting and Samples
The Atlantis Massif, located at 30°N at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), is 
a 1.5–2 Myr old (Blackman et al., 1998, 2002), domal structure bounded 

to the south by the Atlantis Transform Fault and to the East by the MAR median valley (Figure 1). It rep-
resents an oceanic core complex (OCC), where upper mantle peridotites and gabbroic rocks are exhumed 
along detachment faults (e.g., Blackman et al., 1998; Cann et al., 1997; Tucholke & Lin, 1994; Tucholke 
et al., 1998). Exhumation of mantle rocks at OCCs is probably caused by episodic and insufficient magma 
supply, and needed to counterbalance the spreading rate. The structure can be roughly subdivided into 
the central dome, where a large gabbroic body was discovered during IODP Expedition 304/305 drilling 
(Blackman et al., 2006; Ildefonse et al., 2007), an eastern hanging wall block formed by basalts (Blackman 
et al., 2002), and the southern wall which is to a large extent (∼45%) made up of serpentinized peridotites, 
hosting the Lost City hydrothermal field (Früh-Green et al., 2018).

During International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) Expedition 357, shallow (maximum depth 16.5 m) 
cores were drilled at nine sites along the top of the southern wall of the massif. Rock types range from sed-
iments and basalts to serpentinized peridotites, talc-amphibole-chlorite schists and gabbros (Früh-Green 
et al., 2017, 2018). From a range of macroscopically different serpentinites (Rouméjon et al., 2018), we chose 
a suite of four compositionally simple and similar, but macroscopically variable samples for this study.

The samples are mainly composed of the serpentine mineral lizardite, with minor magnetite and chrysotile. 
Samples 71C3R1 (Site M0071C, Section 3.1, Interval 24–28 cm, 5.2 m below sea floor (mbsf)) and 71C9R1 
(Site M0071C, Section 9R1, Interval 34–38 cm, 10 mbsf) originate from the western part of the southern wall 
of Atlantis Massif (see Figure 1). Their mesoscopic structure shows large (up to 1 cm) bastites. The third 
sample 76B5R1 (Site M0076B, Section 5.1, interval 63–67 cm, 7.4 mbsf) from the central part of the southern 
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Figure 1.  (a) Location of Atlantis Massif along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
(MAR). (b) Bathymetric map of the Atlantis Massif Oceanic Core 
Complex. Black circles mark drill locations of IODP Expedition 357 from 
where our samples originate (modified from Früh-Green et al., 2017). (c) 
Sketched section of the southern Atlantis Massif (redrawn after Boschi 
et al., 2006), showing the supposed distribution of serpentinites.
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wall, displays a (preferentially) orthogonal network of mesoscopic white veins. The fourth sample 68B4R1 
(Site M0068B, Section 4.1, interval 87–90 cm, 4.9 mbsf) locates from further east on the southern wall. It has 
a dark green matrix with white and greenish veins.

3.  Methods
3.1.  Microstructure Analysis

The serpentinite microstructures were analyzed on thin sections using a petrographic microscope. Using 
the lambda retarder, oriented lizardite aggregates can be easily distinguished from optically isotropic (ma-
genta) areas. Crystals with (0001) plane roughly aligned parallel to the retardation direction appear blue, 
those with (0001) plane perpendicular appear yellow, as long as (0001) remains within the thin-section 
plane. Micro X-ray fluorescence analysis was used to generate element maps of the thin sections. We used a 
Bruker Tornado M4 at the Mineralogy Department at Halle University with a Ag X-ray tube set to 50 kV and 
600 µA, a step size between 15 and 20 µm, and a counting time of 24–35 ms/measurement point. Element 
maps of Al, Cr, Fe, Mg, Mn, and Si (Figures S1–S4) were used to segment phases using k-means cluster 
algorithm plugin in Fiji/ImageJ (Schindelin et al.,  2012). The fabric strength was derived from the spa-
tial arrangement of the magnetite phase, using the autocorrelation function (Panozzo Heilbronner, 1992), 
Jazy_ACF macro: https://github.com/kilir/Jazy_macros) on the segmented magnetite phase maps. Foli-
ation strength is defined by Fs = 1 − b/a in the range of 0–1, where a and b represent the long and short 
axis of an ellipse fitted to the ACF which is thresholded at a level representative of the area of the average 
magnetite fabric element (for details see Table S5). A Fs of 0 indicates an isotropic fabric, and larger values 
express an increasingly anisotropic, stronger fabric.

3.2.  CPO Analysis

Samples for CPO analysis are cylinders with diameters of 15–20 mm. The synchrotron texture measure-
ments were conducted at beamline ID22 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Greno-
ble (France) in transmission rotating the sample about the cylinder axis from 0° to 175° in 5° steps with 1 s 
exposure time. The resulting 36 images per measured sample position were collected with a Perkin Elmer 
image plate detector at a distance of 1401 mm to the sample. To overcome effects of potentially inadequate 
grain sampling, we measured on several positions along the cylinder axis of the samples. Beam size was set 
to ∼1 mm and beam energy to 70 keV. Data treatment and analysis was conducted using the Rietveld code 
MAUD (Material Analysis Using Diffraction, Lutterotti et al., 1997). Trigonal lizardite (Laurora et al., 2011) 
and magnetite (Fleet,  1981) were used as crystallographic input data. Serpentine in Rietveld analysis is 
represented only by lizardite, as chrysotile makes up less than 10% in all of the samples as constrained by 
light-optical microscopy.

In MAUD, the CPO is calculated using the EWIMV algorithm (Matthies & Vinel, 1982). The calculated Ori-
entation Distribution Function (ODF, resolution: 15°) is imported into the Matlab toolbox MTEX (Hielscher 
& Schaeben, 2008, https://mtex-toolbox.github.io/) using parts of the Maud batch processing code by Dan-
iel Savage (http://github.com/djm87/MAUD-TBP). In MTEX the orientations of the measurements from 
different sample positions are used to calculate a general sample ODF using a Dirichlet kernel estimation 
with a bandwidth of 7, corresponding to a halfwidth of 18°, as this is the most suitable kernel for physi-
cal properties calculations (Hielscher et  al.,  2015). The elastic properties are calculated as described by, 
for example, Mainprice et al. (2011) and Almqvist and Mainprice (2017) using the elasticity tensors from 
Auzende et al. (2006) as well as Tsuchiya (2013) (Table S6). CPO strength (texture index TI) is computed as 
the L2-norm of the ODF (Bunge, 1969). Displayed results of calculated velocities represent Hill averages. 
Voigt and Reuss averages can be found in Tables S7–S10.

4.  Results
4.1.  Microstructure

Sample 71C9R1 shows large bastites (up to 1 cm) embedded in a mesh microstructure (Figure 2a). Magnet-
ite aggregates form discontinuous, vein-like structures which characterize a weak foliation (Fs = 0.26) as 
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determined from ACF analysis (Figure 2b). The serpentine mesh cells typically show rims of parallel orient-
ed serpentine and optically isotropic cores (Figure 2c) or fully developed hourglass structures (Figure 2d).

In sample 71C3R1 bastites show a shape preferred orientation parallel to vein-like magnetite aggregates 
anastomosing around the bastites (Figure  2e) leading to a foliation strength Fs of 0.58 (Figure  2f). Ser-
pentine mesh cells are still present but mesh cores are less clearly defined compared to sample 71C9R1 
(Figure 2g).
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Figure 2.  Microstructure images of sample (a)–(d) 71C9R1, (e)–(g) 71C3R1, (h)–(j) 76B5R1, and (k–m) 68B4R1. (a, e, 
h, k) Thin section scans at parallel polarized light. (b, f, i, l) Phase maps determined from segmentation of µXRF scans. 
Fabric strength FS determined from the thresholded autocorrelation function (white shapes) of segmented magnetite 
aggregates (blue). (c, d, g, j, m) Microscopic images with cross-polarized light and λ-retarder plate (White arrow shows 
retardation direction). (c) Mesh cell with isotropic (magenta) core, (d) mesh cell with hourglass structure, (g) mesh cells 
with rims and less clear defined cores, (j) closely spaced network of magnetite aggregates enclosing areas of isotropic 
and non-isotropic serpentine, (m) more disperse magnetite aggregates and mostly non-isotropic serpentine. FT, trace 
of foliation; b, bastite; mgt, magnetite; sp, cr-rich spinel; ca, calcite; sv, serpentine-filled veins. Red double-arrows: drill 
core axis if available.
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The strong foliation (Fs = 0.8) in sample 76B5R1 is characterized by parallel, continuous magnetite aggre-
gates (Figures 2h and 2i), crosscut by calcite filled veins as well as further magnetite aggregates aligned at 
high angles to the foliation. Serpentine mesh cells are smaller and mostly show broad rims with a domi-
nant orientation parallel to the retarder direction (blue) as well as areas of isotropic serpentine (magenta) 
(Figure 2j).

Sample 68B4R1 shows a ribbon-like microstructure (Figure 2k) with closely spaced, elongated magnetite 
aggregates sub-parallel to the mean trace of the foliation (Fs = 0.67) (Figure 2l). Cr-rich spinel is present 
in large, isolated grains. Serpentine cells show a higher occurrence of non-isotropic serpentine aggregates 
(Figure 2m), compared to all other samples. Large serpentine-filled veins crosscut the foliation fabric at 
high angles (Figure 2k).

4.2.  CPO and Calculated Elastic Anisotropies

The lizardite (0001) pole figure in sample 71C9R1 (large bastites, no foliation) (Figure 3) shows a weak 
maximum with an intensity of ∼1.7 multiples of uniform distribution (mud) and a texture index TI of 1.09. 
Sample 71C3R1 (large bastites, weak foliation) also shows a weak (∼1.7 mud) maximum with TI = 1.13. 
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Figure 3.  Recalculated pole figures for lizardite and magnetite (columns 1–3). Equal area, lower hemisphere projections. Maxima given in multiples of 
uniform distribution (mud), contour step 0.5. CPO strength TI is indicated below the corresponding pole figure. Foliation orientations are given as solid lines 
in the lizardite (0001) pole figures. Core axis directions (i.e., the vertical in nature) are shown in the same pole figures by dotted lines. In the first sample, 
core axis direction could not be reconstructed as sample was part of rubble found in the core liner. The number of stacked slices for each sample is given in 
brackets behind the sample name. Pole figures are projected in the same plane as the thin section images in Figure 2. Fourth column of plots shows calculated 
Vp anisotropies (Hill averages) using elasticity data from Auzende et al. (2006) (black letters) and Tsuchiya (2013) (blue letters), contour step 0.1, fifth column 
shows calculated shear wave splitting as difference of Vs1 and Vs2, contour step 0.05.
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Magnetite (111) pole figures for both samples show weak, irregularly distributed maxima with 1.3–1.5 mud 
(TI = 1.05–1.08).

Lizardite in sample 76B5R1 (no bastites, regular foliation) shows a broad (0001) pole figure maximum with 
an intensity of ∼1.9 mud/TI = 1.27 slightly inclined to the foliation normal. Sample 68B4R1 (no bastites, 
ribbon-like foliation) shows a strong (0001) maximum with an intensity of ∼3.2 mud (TI = 1.51) which is 
normal to the foliation. The lizardite (11–20) pole figure is corresponding with a weak girdle distribution in 
the foliation plane. Magnetite pole figures for both samples show a pronounced maximum with ∼2.6–2.9 
mud/TI: 1.64–1.94 accompanied by some sub-maxima perpendicular to the main maximum.

The calculation of the seismic anisotropy is restricted to the lizardite CPO as magnetite is below 5% in the 
samples and does not exhibit a pronounced elastic anisotropy. Calculations show comparable results for 
both elasticity data sets used. Results show Vp anisotropies from 4.2% to 4.8% in the bastite-rich samples 
(71C9R1 & 71C3R1), and 10.2 (756B5R1) to 11.2% (68B4R1) Vp anisotropy for the bastite-free samples. 
Fast Vp directions for the latter two are sub-parallel or parallel, respectively, to the foliation and slow Vp 
directions are sub-parallel to the foliation normal. Simultaneously, shear wave splitting (dVs) increases from 
0.1 km/s for the bastite-rich samples to 0.37 km/s in the foliated samples and is strongest close or parallel 
to the foliation. Using the elasticity data for different pressures (see Table S10 and Figure S11) we observe a 
decrease in anisotropy from ∼10% to <4% AVp at pressures >8 GPa.

5.  Discussion
5.1.  CPO-Forming Processes

Samples with bastites, typical equant mesh cells and a close to uniform CPO, are generally interpreted to be 
only weakly deformed (Viti & Mellini, 1998). Nevertheless, the spatial arrangement of magnetite aggregates 
shows a weak to medium planar anisotropy in one of those samples. We consider an alignment of previous-
ly randomly distributed magnetite grains and aggregates by straining of the entire volume without affecting 
the delicate serpentine microstructure as being unlikely. A viable mechanism allowing an alignment of 
magnetite aggregates without internally deforming the mesh cells would be dissolution-precipitation creep 
at serpentine-magnetite interfaces. Alternatively, the magnetite aggregates may have initially formed with 
the weak anisotropy during serpentinization, for example, due to anisotropic transport or veining.

Samples without bastites show a stronger magnetite foliation and also a stronger CPO. However, changes 
in the strength of the foliation and CPO cannot directly be correlated between the two samples. While 
one sample displays a higher foliation strength and a weaker CPO, the other one shows a weaker foliation 
strength and a stronger CPO (Figure 3). Both samples show microstructures typical for deformed serpen-
tinites (Viti & Mellini, 1998; Viti et al., 2018). A relation between the CPO and the deformation shown by 
the microstructure seems likely. In sample 76B5R1, which exhibits a microstructure typical for deformed 
serpentinites with preferentially oriented lizardite (cf., Hirauchi et al., 2010; Viti et al., 2018), it might be 
speculated that the CPO is a result of frictional sliding or intracrystalline glide on the (001)-plane. The mi-
crostructure of sample 68B4R1 shows fewer and smaller domains of low-crystallinity serpentine and more 
oriented serpentine compared to the other samples, which might explain the stronger CPO. The origin 
of the higher amounts of more highly crystalline serpentine would usually be interpreted to be related to 
deformation by crystal plasticity (Hirauchi et al., 2010). However, the adjacency of magnetite seams and 
crystalline (textured) serpentine (Figure 2m) as well as an increase in crystallinity due to growth may also 
be interpreted in terms of CPO development that is unrelated to slip on (001). Textured serpentine adjacent 
to aligned magnetite aggregates could be related to (conjugate) fracturing and/or an oriented growth of 
serpentine. Based on the lack of evidence for pervasive straining by slip on (001), the origin of the textured 
serpentine may equally relate to growth or coarsening of serpentine along the aligned magnetite aggregates.

Based on the correlation of concurrent magnetite fabric and CPO development, we can conclude that sam-
ples with a pronounced magnetite foliation are likely to exhibit a non-random CPO. However, foliation 
strength seems not simply to be linked to CPO strength in low-grade metamorphic serpentinites. Other 
factors such as magnetite abundance, dependent on the fayalite component in the precursor olivine, and 
distribution may also play a role. The strength of the CPO in deformed serpentinites is highly dependent on 
the amount of stacks of more highly crystalline serpentine (Figure 2m).
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5.2.  Implications of Elastic Anisotropy

The textures of our samples show that the non- or weakly deformed serpentinites with a typical mesh cell 
structure behave more elastically isotropic, hence possess small seismic anisotropies. However, deforma-
tion causes a stronger texture and hence an increase in Vp anisotropy from ∼4% in mesh cell samples, to 
>11% in foliated samples, as well as a 3 times higher shear wave splitting. As all samples are nearly 100% 
serpentinized, it is suggested that deformation of low-grade metamorphic serpentinites is a crucial factor 
for the development of seismic anisotropy. Higher-grade serpentinites in subduction settings are considered 
to be highly anisotropic (e.g., Jung, 2011). Our data shows that this can also be true for deformed low-grade 
metamorphic serpentinites.

In the bastite-free samples, we observe the orientation of the fast Vp direction parallel or sub-parallel to the 
foliation and the slow direction perpendicular to it. It follows that a typical seismic signature of a low-an-
gle detachment, as present at oceanic OCC's would show fast sub-horizontal and slow sub-vertical Vp di-
rections. The decrease in anisotropy with increasing pressure indicates that the identification of zones of 
deformation in serpentinites might be more challenging for greater depths than in shallower regions. For 
the Atlantis Massif OCC, we can show that the deformation is not restricted to one narrow localized zone, 
but more widely distributed through the serpentinites of the OCC.

6.  Conclusion
Bulk rock CPO and microstructure of low-grade metamorphic serpentinites from the Atlantis Massif OCC 
show progressive deformation from original mesh to foliated structures. From the calculated elastic anisot-
ropy, we show that the seismic anisotropy in serpentinites significantly differs in deformed and undeformed 
samples and may therefore be used to identify shear zones, for example, detachment faults, from seismic 
imaging of the hydrated upper mantle, and especially of OCCs, presuming sufficient extent of the aniso-
tropic area.

Data Availability Statement
Data used in this study can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4540184.
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